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The timing of the evolution of microbial life has largely remained
elusive due to the scarcity of prokaryotic fossil record and the
confounding effects of the exchange of genes among possibly
distant species. The history of gene transfer events, however, is
not a series of individual oddities; it records which lineages were
concurrent and thus provides information on the timing of species
diversification. Here, we use a probabilistic model of genome
evolution that accounts for differences between gene phylogenies
and the species tree as series of duplication, transfer, and loss
events to reconstruct chronologically ordered species phylogenies.
Using simulations we show that we can robustly recover accurate
chronologically ordered species phylogenies in the presence of
gene tree reconstruction errors and realistic rates of duplication,
transfer, and loss. Using genomic data we demonstrate that we
can infer rooted species phylogenies using homologous gene
families from complete genomes of 10 bacterial and archaeal groups.
Focusing on cyanobacteria, distinguished among prokaryotes by a
relative abundance of fossils, we infer the maximum likelihood
chronologically ordered species phylogeny based on 36 genomes
with 8,332 homologous gene families.Wefind the order of speciation
events to be in full agreement with the fossil record and the inferred
phylogeny of cyanobacteria to be consistent with the phylogeny
recovered from established phylogenomics methods. Our results
demonstrate that lateral gene transfers, detected by probabilistic
models of genome evolution, can be used as a source of information
on the timing of evolution, providing a valuable complement to the
limited prokaryotic fossil record.
molecular dating | gene tree reconciliation | birth-death model
Acentral aspect of Earth’s history is the pattern and timingof diversification of the species that inhabit it. In macro-
organisms such as animals or plants, an abundant fossil record,
the accumulation of genomic data, and the development of
models of molecular evolution accommodating for varying rates
of evolutionary changes among lineages are progressively yield-
ing an intelligible picture (1–4). In contrast, the dating of the
evolution of microbial life remains largely elusive (5, 6). This
situation results from the convergence of two main factors: first,
fossils, especially bacterial and archaeal ones, are scarce or can-
not be traced to a specific lineage. Therefore, any inference of the
timing of microbial evolution must rely almost exclusively on
molecular data constrained only by a handful of dates during the
course of more than three billion years of evolution. Second,
molecular data can be difficult to interpret in terms of patterns
of species diversification. Lateral gene transfers (LGTs), the ex-
change of genes among possibly distant species, have tangled
gene phylogenies to the extent that they provide a deeply blurred
view of the relationships between lineages. Different approaches
[e.g., concatenation, supertrees (7, 8)] have been proposed to
overcome this problem, but these methods only combine the
inevitably conflicting phylogenetic signal from a limited number
of gene families without accounting for the nature of this conflict
(9). Although simulations tend to suggest that such average trees
can capture true evolutionary relationships, the interpretation of
these models remains uncertain and controversial (10, 11) as
they offer no explanation for phylogenetic discord and are po-
tentially sensitive to systematic bias (12).
Phylogenetic discord occurs because gene histories do not
correspond to the pattern of species diversification but are the
end result of a series of speciation, duplication, transfer, and loss
events (13). This means that a gene tree (Fig. 1A) inferred from
homologous sequences found in extant genomes cannot directly
be interpreted in terms of patterns of species diversification, as
by itself it does not tell us which ancestral gene lineages belonged
to which ancestral genomes. To accomplish this, we need to pro-
pose an explicit series of events describing the evolution of a gene
tree along the species tree that reconciles the relationship between
ancestral gene and species lineages (Fig. 1B) and explains phylo-
genetic discord between gene trees. Interestingly, in the presence
of transfer, the set of possible reconciliations depends not only on
the topology of the species tree, but also on the order of speciation
events in time (Fig. 1 C and D). This suggests that it is possible to
use gene tree reconciliation to deduce not only the topology, but
also the order of speciations in time.
Here, we demonstrate that a probabilistic model that explicitly
accounts for the events that generate differences between gene
phylogenies and the species tree—that is, lateral transfer, du-
plication, and loss of genes—can be used to reconstruct the most
likely species tree given an ensemble of gene trees. Because LGT
can only occur among contemporary species, this tree describes
not only the pattern of speciations but also their order in time.
We use simulations to show that the model correctly returns the
time-ordered species tree and is robust to errors in gene tree
reconstruction. Using data from complete genomes, we also show
that our model reconstructs species tree topologies close to those
obtained by existing, less sophisticated methods, while at the same
time extracting previously overlooked information on the timing
of the evolution of prokaryotic life.
Results
Likelihood of a Gene Tree. The species phylogeny describes the
series of speciations that lead to existing species and can be
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represented as a rooted bifurcating tree with branch lengths
representing time. The leaves of this tree correspond to extant
species and their genomes, its internal nodes to ancestral species,
and their genomes. Calculating the probability of a gene tree
requires summing over all reconciliations—that is, all paths on
the species phylogeny along which a series of duplication, trans-
fer, loss, and speciation events could have generated the corre-
sponding unrooted topology. To carry out these calculations, we
extend the approach introduced by Tofigh (14), where time along
the species tree is coarse grained such that duplication, transfer,
and loss events are specified to occur in a given “time slice” (SI
Appendix, Fig. S1) corresponding to an interval of time between
two successive speciations (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 gray nodes). In
the calculations presented in the article, we transform the species
tree S such that all time slices have equal width (SI Appendix,
Fig. S1B).
For a given species tree S along which the order of speciation
events is specified together with a set of origination probabilities
and duplication, transfer, and loss rates, denoted M, we can cal-
culate the probability of observing a gene topology G as the sum
over all reconciliations. We refer to this procedure as the ODT
(Origination, Duplication, Transfer, and Loss) model, and it is
described in detail in SI Appendix, section S1. In the context of the













where R(G) is the set of all possible roots of G, N (S) corre-
sponds to all positions along S (SI Appendix, Fig. S1), pO(x)
corresponds to the probability of origination at position x along
S, and Pð~R; xÞ corresponds to the probability of the gene tree
root being at position x. As described in the SI Appendix, we use
results from Doyon et al. (15) that allow us to improve the speed
of the calculation introduced by Tofigh (14).
To include genes from out-group species in a computationally
efficient manner, we extend the species phylogeny with an ad-
ditional “virtual out-group” branch that always branches from
above the root of the species tree. On gene trees, each clade of
genes containing only genes from out-group species is represented
by a single “out-gene” that maps to the out-group branch. In-
cluding such an out-group branch also extends the set of possible
reconciliations with scenarios, such as transfer from outside and
from unsampled and extinct species that are otherwise neglected
(SI Appendix, Fig. S5). A virtual out-group is used in all of the
calculations presented here, but “out-genes”—that is, genes from
out-group species—are only included in gene phylogenies
when indicated.
Inferring the Most Likely Chronologically Ordered Species Phylogeny.
Assuming the evolution of gene families to be independent, the
likelihood of S, together with M, the set of origination proba-
bilities and duplication, transfer, and loss rates, is given by the




During our calculations, we maximize this likelihood by pro-
posing different S, with the parameters of M estimated from
most likely (ML) reconciliations for each proposal.
The proposal of new S proceeds in two steps. In the initial
topology exploration phase new topologies are proposed based
on reconciled transfers. In the second and final step, local to-
pology and time order changes are used to maximize the likeli-
hood. For details, see Materials and Methods.
Robustness of the Inference to Reconstruction Errors. To assess the
robustness of our approach, we performed simulations using
realistic rates of duplications, transfers, and losses (Fig. 2 and
Materials and Methods). To approximate as closely as possible
real ensembles of gene trees, we modeled branch-wise variation
in duplication, transfer, and loss rates and allowed origination
outside the species tree. As shown in Fig. 2A, the number of
events found per branch in maximum likelihood reconciliations
closely matches the number of simulated events.
An important caveat of our approach stems from considering
a fixed gene phylogeny for each homologous gene family. Gene
trees reconstructed from the multiple sequence alignment of a
homologous family inevitably contain phylogenetic relationships
that are not supported statistically. These relationships corre-
spond to an arbitrary choice from among a set of relationships
supported by the alignment and hence are a source of spurious
disagreement between the gene and species phylogeny that
lead to an excess of events in reconciliations. The presence
of spurious discord resulting from reconstruction errors is prob-
lematic, as it has the potential to confound species phylogeny
inference by introducing signal for nonexistent transfer events.
We therefore performed simulations (Fig. 2 B and C and SI
Appendix, Fig. S8) that mimicked random reconstruction errors
in gene trees.
We compared these results to the amount of statistically un-
supported discord found in real data. We used PRUNIER (16) to
estimate the number of transfers among 474 near universal single
copy gene families from 36 cyanobacterial genomes. PRUNIER
performs statistical reconciliation taking into account branch
supports and is capable of recovering the number of transfers for
single copy families given a threshold of statistical support.
Similar to previous results (13), we find that a significant fraction
of apparent transfers are not supported statistically (SI Appendix,
Table S1): for the moderate support threshold of 0.5, ≈6%, or on
average 1.5 transfers per tree, are found to be spurious, whereas
this number increases to 66% for the higher support threshold of
0.8, corresponding to 6.3 spurious transfers on average. These
events can be attributed to local uncertainties in the gene trees,
which are best modeled with random nearest neighbor inter-
changes (NNIs) (17). Equating the numbers of spurious transfers
per gene in the PRUNIER dataset and the simulation results
shown in Fig. 2B, 1.5 and 6.3 spurious transfers correspond to,
respectively, 2.3 and 11.5 random NNIs (SI Appendix, Fig. S8).
Consequently, we find that even in the presence of comparatively
A       B C        D 
gene phylogeny
alternative time order alternative root
reconciliation
1 transfer 
2 transfers 3 transfers 
A B
C D
A       B C        D A       B C        D 
Fig. 1. A gene tree–species tree reconciliation invoking gene transfer and
loss. (A) A gene tree topology. (B) A possible reconciliation of the gene tree
in A with the species tree invoking one event of transfer. Note that the
transfer from the branch leading to B to above the ancestor of C and D
implies that the ancestor of A and B is older than the ancestor of C and D. (C
and D) Alternative time orders (C) or rootings (D) of the species tree violate
this condition and only allow reconciliations with a larger number of events.
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large numbers of simulated reconstruction errors per gene tree,
we are able to accurately recover the correct chronologically or-
dered phylogeny (Fig. 2 B and C). To further establish the ro-
bustness of the inference, we also examined the effect of
systematic reconstruction errors (such as long branch attraction)
and systematic deviations from the species tree such as high-
ways of gene transfer (18). As shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S9, if
the fraction of gene families experiencing systematic bias is
below 40%, the inference accurately recovers the topology and
the rooting.
We then inferred the chronologically ordered phylogenies for
10 prokaryotic phyla from the dataset in ref. 19. Comparing the
reconstructed species tree topologies to unrooted trees obtained
by established methods (Table 1), we find that our results are
generally very similar to phylogenomics methods that rely on
single copy genes but differ more markedly from 16S rRNA
phylogenies. We are also able to recover the root obtained using
concatenates of single copy genes that include genes from the
out-group without considering any out-group sequences for most
phyla. A notable exception are the Cyanobacteria, for which we
do not recover the out-group root even when we include out-
group information in our dataset in the form of leaves repre-
senting genes from out-group species.
Chronologically Ordered Phylogeny of Cyanobacteria. We recon-
structed the chronologically ordered phylogeny of Cyanobacteria
using a dataset consisting of 77,678 genes represented by the
gene phylogenies of 8,332 homologous gene families for 36
cyanobacterial genomes from the HOGENOM database (20).
The maximum likelihood tree obtained is shown in Fig. 3A.
The topology of the reconstructed tree is consistent with pre-
vious phylogenomics results (21, 22) and is identical to the
unrooted topology obtained for the concatenate of 474 near
universal single copy genes (PHYML, LG+Γ8+I) and the
consensus tree of 364 universal single copy trees (using both
PHYML, LG+Γ8+I and TreeFinder, WAG+Γ8+I trees). The
topology differs from two recent studies with different (23) or
larger (24) species sampling than ours: in ref. 23 the positions
of Synechocystis and Thermosynechococcus and in ref. 24 the
positions of Trichodesmium and Synechocystis are different, in
both cases being moderately supported and also differing between
each other.
Phylogenetic studies relying on out-group sequences unani-
mously agree on an early branching of Gloeobacter violaceus at
the root of the Cyanobacteria (e.g., refs. 19, 21, and 24). This
rooting, however, is sensitive to the choice of out-group species
(25). In contrast to these results, we find Gloeobacter violaceus
emerging relatively late (node 16 in Fig. 3A). To validate our
rooting, we performed two tests summarized in Table 2: first, we
tested the statistical significance of the three root positions with
the highest likelihood and the Gloeobacter root accounting for
several factors, such as the effect of the presence of out-group
species in gene trees and the degree of spurious phylogenetic
conflict (Materials and Methods); second, as independent vali-
dation, we compared the number of transfers inferred by PRU-
NIER in 474 near universal single copy gene families using these
four different positions of the root. Rows correspond to the four
root positions indicated by the coloring in Fig. 3A, and root
positions that could not be rejected are marked in bold. Al-
though the support for the ML root is only statistically significant
with the ODT analysis in the absence of out-genes, all tests
strongly reject the early emergence of Gloeobacter. Consistent
with this observation, reconciliation scenarios show that the late
emergence of the “violet” clade, comprised of Gloeobacter and
two species of cyanobacteria recovered from Yellowstone hot
springs (Synechococcus sp. JA-3–3AB and JA-2–3B′A), appears
to be supported by a large number of transfers from the species
of the “green” clade (Fig. 3C). The presence of spurious trans-
fers associated with reconstruction errors make it difficult to
interpret individual ODT reconciliations, but a late emergence
of Gloeobacter violaceus is also supported by PRUNIER, which
only reports well-supported transfer events (Table 2 and Table
S1 in the SI Appendix). A late emerging violet clade is consistent
with the inclusion of Synechococcus sp. JA-2–3B′A and JA-3–
3AB in the order Gloeobacterales based on sequences from
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Fig. 2. Inference robustness on simulations. We performed simulations with
realistic parameters including branch-wise rate variations, origination out-
side of the root, and independent reconstruction errors. A compares the
reconstructed number of branch-wise events for a fixed time order for gene
trees with no reconstruction errors. B shows the accuracy of recovering
a rooted species phylogeny measured as the average Robinson-Foulds dis-
tance for different RNNI [number of random NNIs (17)]. Averages over at least
30 simulations are shown, except for RNNI = 32 with eight simulations. C
shows the accuracy of recovering the time order for a fixed topology and
rooting. The color scale gives the fraction of times a rank was inferred for
each node in the known tree. Squares along the diagonal indicate the
number of times the correct time order was recovered. For each value of RNNI
the average over 100 simulations is shown. The number of species in S was
reduced to 14 for computational tractability (making the RNNI perturbation
more severe).
Table 1. Inferences for 10 prokaryotic phyla
Distance* Rooting†
Phylum #sp. 16S Cc. Cs. Out-genes
Bacillales 16 7 3 2 Same —
Bacteroidetes/Chlorobi 10 1 0 0 Same —
Chlamydiae/Verrucomicrobia 7 0 0 0 Same —
Crenarcheota 10 3 1 1 Same —
Cyanobacteria 14 1 1 0 Far Far
δ-Proteobacteria 13 3 1 1 Near Same
ε-Proteobacteria 7 0 0 0 Near Same
Euryarcheota 25 8 1 3 Other Same
Lactobacillales 21 6 4 3 Same —
Mollicutes 14 2 2 2 Same —
#sp., number of genomes.
*Robinson-Foulds distance to the ML tree obtained from 16S rRNA (16S),
concatenate (Cc.), and the consensus tree ML trees of universal families (Cs.).
†
“Same” indicates a root on the same bipartition as (19), “near” and “far”
indicate neighboring or more distant bipartition, and “other” that the root
bipartition in (19) was not present.







Using maximum likelihood reconciliations averaged over gene
tree roots and origination positions, we also estimated the
number of genes in ancestral genomes of cyanobacteria (Fig. 4).
The reconstructed ancestral gene numbers indicate the ancestor
of Cyanobacteria had relatively few genes. The number of genes,
however, expanded early in the diversification of the phylum in
the lineage leading to node 3, from which all extant Cyanobac-
teria with a larger number of genes (3,000–4,000 genes) descend,
while remaining relatively constant for its sister lineage, the
descendants of which generally have had a smaller number of
genes (1,200–2,200 genes). The increase in gene number is
predominantly due to origination with ∼13% of all gene families
originating in the lineage leading to node 3, with a second burst
of origination involving ∼15% of all gene families occurring in
the lineage leading to Nostocales (node 5).
Discussion
We present a method to reconstruct a chronologically ordered
tree of species by explicitly modeling the evolution of the genes
present in their genomes. Using simulations, we show that our
method is robust to realistic levels of reconstruction errors and
sources of systematic bias. Examining a diverse set of prokaryotic
phyla, we find that the topology of the reconstructed species tree
is very similar to results obtained with classic phylogenomics
methods, consistent with the observation (13, 19, 27) that con-
catenate and supertree approaches are able to extract a robust
signal even in the presence of substantial LGT. However,
aggregate approaches may be sensitive to biased LGT (12),
a caveat which is especially relevant in light of recent empirical
evidence of strong habitat drivers in LGT (28). In contrast,
simulations indicate that our approach of explicitly modeling
duplication, transfer, and loss events is robust to significant
amounts of systematic bias (SI Appendix, Fig. S12). We also
neglect the fact that multiple mechanisms (e.g., being part of the
same operon) can cause genes to be duplicated, transferred, or
lost in a coordinated fashion. Such coevolution is certainly of
great interest for individual gene histories, but similar to sys-
tematic bias, we can expect genome scale reconstructions, such
as ours, to be robust to its presence.
To validate the ability of our approach to reconstruct the
chronological order of speciation events, we reconstructed the
phylogenetic history of 36 cyanobacterial genomes. Cyanobacteria
are distinguished among prokaryotes by a relative abundance of
microfossil and biomarker records (29). However, even this rel-
ative abundance reduces to a handful calibration points for the
timing of cyanobacterial evolution: (i) the presence of free oxygen
in late Archean oceans (30) and the rapid rise in atmospheric
oxygen 2.45–2.32 billion years ago (Ga) (31) is attributed to
cyanobacteria (32), but many details of these associations con-
tinue to be investigated (33, 34); (ii) unambiguous microfossil
evidence dates to ∼2.0 Ga, by which time diversification was ad-
vanced with fossils of filamentous forms dating from 1.9 Ga (35)
and akinete forming Cyanobacteria from 2.1 Ga (29); and (iii)
by 1.4 Ga diversification of major extant morphologically dis-
tinguishable lineages was complete (22, 36).
Comparing the reconstructed relative chronology with two re-
cent molecular dating studies by Falcon et al. (23) and Blank et al.
(22), we find good agreement for early chronological relation-
ships: both find that node 4, the ancestor of nodes 5 (clade con-
taining Trichodesmium and Nostocales) and 6 (clade containing
Synchocystis and Microcystis) is the first major group to emerge;
both also support the order of nodes 5, 6, and 8, as well as the
late diversification of the Synechococcus-Prochlorococcus group
(nodes 13–15 and 17); this correspondence with our results is
remarkable given that both studies rely on a relaxed molecular
clock and calibration constraints based on the geological and
A
B C
Fig. 3. Chronologically ordered phylogeny recon-
structed from 36 cyanobacterial genomes. (A) The
maximum likelihood time orders are indicated as
node labels. Squares correspond to major diversi-
fication events discussed in the text. The tree shown
was calculated using a uniform model; using a
branch-specific DTL rate model gives an identical
topology and very similar time orders (SI Appendix,
Fig. S10). Root positions discussed in the text and
Table 2 are indicated by the coloring: green, node 3;
blue, node 8; violet, node 16 rooting the tree. The
green rooting is shown. Branch lengths are derived
from the time order assuming time slices of equal
width. (B) The P value of alternative time orders
were calculated using 328 candidate time orders
corresponding to all deep time order moves around
the ML solution (combined AU test with all families
and 50% most congruent). (C) The number of
transfers supporting different time orders in the ML
solution are shown for the nodes discussed in the
text. The area of each bubble is proportional to the
number of transfers from branches descending from
a speciation to above a speciation occurring later in
time. In general a transfer belongs to multiple fields;
for example, some of the transfers from within 4 to
above 16 may be from within 5 to above 16.
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fossil records (three calibration points in ref. 23 and five in ref.
22), whereas our model uses neither.
Direct comparison with the fossil record is only possible for
node 5, the speciation leading to all akinete-forming Nostocales.
Node 5 occurs at the earliest position in the time order consid-
ering topology and the time order of its ancestor and has a time
order between 5 and 7 with statistical support (Fig. 3B) based on
a large number of transfer events (Fig. 3C). Placing the evolution
of genome size in this timeline, the large increase in gene number
in the lineage leading to node 3 is placed in the middle Archaean,
suggesting a parallel with the results of an episode of rapid evo-
lutionary innovation during the middle Archaean (37).
In the future, it should be possible to provide direct date esti-
mates by using the results of the ODT inference to inform a re-
laxed molecular clock analysis. This can be accomplished by using
the ODT inference to provide a set of relative time constraints
complementary to any molecular fossil calibrations. Relaxed
molecular clock analyses incorporating these combined con-
straints have the potential to significantly better resolve our pic-
ture of the timing of prokaryotic evolution. The list of constraints
obtained from the cyanobacterial dataset can be found in SI
Appendix, Table S3.
Probabilistic models of genome evolution that consider in-
formation from complete genomes are important as they lay the
foundations for the parallel reconstruction of the relative chro-
nology of the diversification and the oddities of individual gene
histories. Here we have only considered large-scale observables
that are robust to uncertainties in the reconstructed gene histories,
such as time order and the number of genes in ancestral genomes.
To go further, we must reduce the amount of phylogenetic re-
construction error that limits the accuracy of reconciliations.
This caveat is especially pertinent in the case of systematic re-
construction biases (resulting from, e.g., compositional bias and
long branch attraction), which are very difficult to handle for
individual families and particularly serious in deep phylogenies,
where we know full well that our models are far from the truth.
A path to a potential solution lies in integrating probabilistic
models, such as the ODT model presented here, with traditional
phylogenetic methods to refine gene trees based on reconcilia-
tion with the species tree (9, 38). For fixed species trees with
models using only duplications and loss, but not transfer, this has
already been demonstrated (39). Our results show that extending
such integrative methods to include species tree inference and to
model LGT has the potential to access information on the evolu-
tion of prokaryotic genomes that is at present overlooked.
Materials and Methods
Extending Possible Reconciliations Using a Virtual Out-Group.We extended the
species tree S with a virtual out-group species that branches above the root
regardless of any other changes to its topology and in which all “out-genes”
reside. Such a virtual out-group permits reconciliations that allow us to
consider in an approximate manner (i) genes from out-group genomes, (ii)
transfer from extinct lineages, and (iii) transfer from outside (SI Appendix,
Fig. S5).
Exploration of the Species Phylogeny and Time Orders. In the initial phase of
the ML exploration, we aim to efficiently propose and evaluate new to-
pologies before a more detailed and precise search is undertaken. We count
the number of transfers between all pairs of branches in S that share a time
slice and attempt changes to the species tree such that they resolve the
highest number of transfers as speciations (SI Appendix, Fig. S6). Following
this initial search, we proceed by trying local topology rearrangements and
local time order rearrangements until no topology or time order move is
found that improves the likelihood. Local topology rearrangements corre-
spond to all NNIs. Local time order moves are achieved by either exchanging
the time order of a node with a node that has an adjacent time order
(shallow moves, e.g., exchanging in SI Appendix, Fig. S1 node 3 with nodes 2
or 4) or alternatively moving any node such that the resulting time orders
remain compatible with the rooted tree topology (deep moves, e.g.,
changing the time order in SI Appendix, Fig. S1 of node 8 such that it has an
order 3, 5, 6, 7). The likelihood calculations and the general reconciliation
algorithm were implemented in a parallel framework using MPI that relies
on components from the Bio++ (40), Boost (41), and BLAS (42) libraries. See
also SI Appendix, section S2.
Estimating Parameters. We estimate observed rates recursively using ML
reconciliations. In the case of the uniform model, the mean of observed
branch-wise rates are used, whereas for the branch-specific DTL rate model,
categories are derived from a gamma distribution parametrized by the
branch-wise mean and variance of the corresponding observed rate. The
number of rate categories was chosen using a Bayesian Information Criterion.
For origination probabilities, we estimate the full set branch-wise origination
probabilities using the sum over all reconciliations. See also SI Appendix,
sections S2.3–S2.5.
Datasets. For the results presented in Table 1, we extracted all families with
trees from version 4 of the HOGENOM database (20) for 10 prokaryotic
phyla using the species selection of ref. 19. We retained all families with at
least two genes in the set of species considered. In calculations involving out-
genes, clades of genes from out-group phyla were replaced with a single
virtual out-gene mapping to the virtual out-group. In the case of the 14
cyanobacteria, eukaryotic genes were neglected. We constructed a second
independent dataset representing all 36 cyanobacterial genomes found in
version 5 of the HOGENOM database comprised of 8,332 families with
77,678 genes (90% of all families with at least two genes). Sequences were
extracted for each family including genes from actinobacteria and chloro-
flexi, aligned using MUSCLE (43), and cleaned using GBLOCKS (44). Align-
ments with less than 75 sites were discarded, and trees were inferred using
PhyMLwith LG+Γ8+I model (45). Clades of genes from out-group phyla were




Root (No out-genes) (No out-genes) (Out-genes)
Green 1,893 1st 1st
Blue 1,893 2nd 3rd
Violet 1,905 3rd 2nd
Gloeobacter 1,915 4th 4th
*Number of transfers per family for 474 near universal single copy families;
bold roots could not be rejected with P < 0.001.
†The order of root positions according to likelihood is given; bold roots could
not be rejected with P < 0.001.
Fig. 4. Number of genes in ancestral genomes. Color scale shows the
number of genes in ancestral genomes on the tree presented in Fig. 3A.
Estimates were obtained by averaging maximum likelihood reconciliations
over gene tree roots and origination positions and compensating for
extinct gene lineages. Squares correspond to major diversification events
discussed in the text. Color bars show correspondence with species names
in Fig. 3A.







replaced with a single virtual out-gene mapping to the virtual out-group
present above the root of the species tree described above. We also
extracted 474 near universal single copy families, each present in at least 34
genomes. We separately aligned and cleaned these families, considering
only cyanobacterial sequences. See also SI Appendix, section S3. The results
and the data used in the PRUNIER analysis are available from: ftp://pbil.univ-
lyon1.fr/pub/datasets/DAUBIN/SZOLLOSI2012/. Inferring ML phylogenies
with, for example, PhyML requires up to several hours for individual gene
families and a few days for the larger concatenates, using individual pro-
cessors The calculations presented in Fig. 3 require several days of calculation
on 80 processors.
Simulations. We simulated gene tree ensembles with rates similar to those
inferred for the cyanobacterial datasets. We modeled branch-wise rate
variation by assigning species tree branches randomly from an exponential
distribution.We chose amean duplication and transfer rate ofΔmean = Tmean=
0.2 ± 0.2 and a mean loss rate of Λmean = 0.6 ± 0.6. In comparison, the
mean and the standard variation of observed branch-wise rates were Δmean =
0.20 ± 0.18, Tmean = 0.31 ± 0.18, and Λmean = 0.39 ± 0.37 for the smaller
dataset with 14 genomes and Δmean = 0.20 ± 0.21, Tmean = 0.17 ± 0.08, and
Λmean = 1.04 ± 0.64 for the larger data set with 36 genomes. We simulated
gene trees by choosing a random origination point along S, with 50% of
families originating above the root of S. We modeled reconstruction errors
by introducing a number of random NNIs drawn from a Poisson distribution
with mean RNNI = 2. . .32. Fig. 2A shows the number of simulated and
reconstructed events for 8,000 gene trees. Data points and heat maps in Fig.
2 B and C are averages over independent simulation runs with 800 simulated
gene families per run. See also SI Appendix, sections S2.6 and S2.7.
Statistical Analysis. Statistical analyses were performed with Mathematica
and the CONSEL software package (46). In Table 2, for each root, we per-
formed a sign test against the blue and green roots (tied) with the minimum
number of transfers. For both ODT rows for each root, two approximately
unbiased (AU) tests were performed using the likelihood of families given
the ML time orders conditional on the root. The first test used the likelihood
of the complete set of gene trees, and the second used a subset of these
corresponding to 50% of trees with the highest congruence. A root was
rejected if it had a P value < 0.001 according to both tests. In Fig. 3B, an AU
test was performed considering all 328 time orders corresponding to all
deep moves around the ML solution for the set of all trees and 50% most
congruent, with the larger P value displayed. The minimal set of constraints
representing 29 time orders with P > 0.001 can be found in SI Appendix,
Table S3. We choose the 50% most congruent trees, acting on the hypoth-
esis that gene trees that are more congruent with the species tree contain
less reconstruction errors. We defined congruence for maximum likelihood
reconciliations in a root-independent manner, as the maximum overall roots
of the fraction of events that are not a transfer or a loss to all events.
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